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Background 
 

HELCOM MARITIME 14 established a new subgroup under the MARITIME working group to promote public 

and private co-operation at national and Baltic Sea levels to enhance development and uptake of green 

technology and alternative fuels in shipping. HELCOM MARITIME 15 instructed the subgroup to further 

develop public–private co-operation with inspiration from processes and methods used in the region, such 

as the Zero Vision Tool (ZVT) methodology (www.zerovisiontool.com), in order to secure structured and 

transparent collaboration in the field of green technology and alternative fuels for shipping.  

On May 2016 the key Finnish maritime stakeholders representing the Finnish Maritime Cluster network 

signed a cooperation agreement with ZVT to enhance the cross-border cooperation. The Finnish 

Shipowners’ Association, Finnish Port Association, Finnish Port Operators Association and Finnish Marine 

Industries will engage in, and use, the cooperation structure as well as take a seat in the ZVT Steering Group 

together with representatives from the Swedish Shipowners’ Association, Ports of Sweden, SSPA and ZVT to 

strengthen the cross-border cooperation even further.  

By signing the collaboration agreement the Finnish Associations are opening up the possibility to 

coordinate the Joint Industry and University Projects in Finland as well. 

The ZVT reports have been gathered during the last five years from the on-going real life investments 

projects in the field of sustainable shipping covering the fields of Vessel technology, Infrastructure, Finance, 

R&D and Regulation. The incentives and risk sharing financing instruments will be developed together with 

the public sector to find workable solutions to accelerate environmentally friendly investments.  

Information from the Joint Industry Projects that are using the ZVT method are compiled and lifted to the 

ZVTREF group comprising authorities and agencies. 

The Swedish-Finnish cross-border cooperation under the ZVT will contribute the HELCOM GREEN subgroup 

by informing the results received from the ZVT status reports and identifying the main obstacles hindering 

the development of the green technologies and alternative fuels deployment in the Baltic Sea.  

The analyses will be made by the MARITIME subgroup together with the Council of the Baltic Sea States 

(EGMP) and the ZVT administration. 
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Action required 

The MARITIME 16 meeting is invited to 

 take note of the recent development on the public-private cooperation under the Zero Vision Tool 
platform in relation to the HELCOM GREEN subgroup and  

 invite the rest of the member states and stakeholders to use the ZVT methodology  

 take note that the above mentioned reporting is also used as basis in the subgroup GREEN  

 

 

*** 

Former presentation at the HELCOM Maritime which included the ZVT;  

• Maritime 13-2013 (4.10) 

• Maritime 14-2014 (4.4) 

• Maritime 15-2015 (4.3) 

ZVT is a collaboration method and project platform for a safer, more environmentally, climate and energy 

efficient transport by sea. Within the platform representatives of industry, academy, agencies and 

administrations meet to share experiences and find common, workable and sustainable solutions. Today 

there are over 20 ongoing Joint Industry or University Projects (JIP, JUP), comprising over 130 collaboration 

partners from 11 countries that are using the ZVT method.  

The industry driven ZVT believes that increased transport by sea can contribute to increased economic 

growth and welfare to the region, while it is possible at the same time to reduce negative environmental 

impacts, number of accidents and energy consumption. ZVT was established in 2011 to achieve the 

European Union’s strategy for Baltic Sea Region and a vision of a maritime industry without negative impact 

on air and water.       


